Celebrity Baby News: Blake
Lively & Ryan Reynolds Are
Expecting Baby No. 3

By Megan McIntosh
And baby makes three — babies, that is. Celebrity couple Blake
Lively and Ryan Reynolds have some news to share! According to
UsMagazine.com, while celebrating the premiere of Reynolds’
newest film, it was revealed that Lively is expecting her
third child. Lively and Reynolds are clearly happy to have a
big family with Lively saying, “All my eggs are in one basket,
and that’s my family…That’s where my heart is.”

In celebrity baby news, Blake and
Ryan will soon be outnumbered. How
does having a third child change
everything?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you have that first baby, everything is planned out. When
baby number two comes around, you find yourself a little more
relaxed. But, when baby number three hits? Life just gets a
whole lot crazier. Cupid has insight on what to expect with
baby number three:
1. Less worry: With baby number three, you no longer sweat the
small stuff. Everything doesn’t have to be perfect, just has
to be right for your family. You have less time and energy to
worry about the little things. By the third baby, you’ve also
realized that kids are pretty tough.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Jenna Bush Hagar Is
Expecting Third Child
2. Your kids have built-in playmates: With three kids, there’s
always someone for your kids to play with. You don’t have to
worry about taking them on playdates because the play mates
are built-in with siblings. Worried about teaching your kids
everything? They already have role-models in their older
siblings, and are more likely to try new things with their
older siblings’ support.
Related Link: Parenting Advice: Cooking Fun with Your Kids
3. More to love: As Blake Lively said, your heart is with your
kids and there’s even more love to go around when your third
baby is born. There’s more cuddles, more hugs, more kisses,
just more. Your family is a team, and it’s always a good idea

to add on another player.
How did your life change when your third child was born? Share
below!

Celebrity Couple Blake Lively
& Ryan Reynolds Attend Taylor
Swift Concert

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively turn up at a

Taylor Swift concert. According to EOnline.com, the celebrity
couple decided to spend their date night out at the pop star’s
concert. Not only did the couple enjoy the concert, but their
daughter, James, happens to be in the intro to one of Swift’s
songs. The couple were seen jumping and excited to hear the
sound of their daughter’s voice. Music is certainly keeping
this celebrity relationship interesting.

Celebrity couple Blake and Ryan
attended a star-studded concert
together. What are some ways music
can bring you together as a couple?
Cupid’s Advice:
Music has this magical ability to make things better! Whether
you are on a road trip or had a horrible day at work. Hearing
your favorite tunes can always save the day. Cupid has some
advice on how music can bring you and your partner together as
a couple:
1.Bonding: It’s always a sigh of relief when you are with
someone who enjoys the same music as you do. Dancing at home
or heading out to a concert, music helps to enjoy your partner
even more. After a long day, play some tunes and enjoy each
other’s company. Sing your hearts out! There’s nothing wrong
with being the main performers at your own private concert.
Related Link: Date Idea: List Your Love
2. Keep calm: Music helps to keep things calm. When having a
bad day, blasting music almost always helps. When hearing one
of your favorite songs play, don’t be surprised if you start
with a hum and end with you and your partner putting on a
show. Music is like the universe’s band aid, it can help with
pain.

Related Link: Expert Dating Advice: Date Ideas for Spring Love
3. Projects: Music could influence different types of projects
or hobbies you may want to try. Dance classes are a fun way to
keep things spicy in your relationship. Having a romantic
paint night with some nice music is always a plus. Maybe you
and your partner have a chore like cleaning out the garage.
Incorporating music will allow you guys to enjoy it more.
Remember, the music will help set the tone. Any music, on the
right volume, will be just fine.
What are some ways you think music can bring you and your
partner together? Share below.

Celebrity Couple News: Ryan
Reynolds Jokes He’s ‘Very
Sad’
Wife
Blake
Lively
Unfollowed Him on Instagram

By Jessica Gomez
It isn’t celebrity news that celebrity couple Ryan Reynolds
and Blake Lively is absolutely adorable. However, what is
celebrity news is that Lively unfollowed Reynolds on Instagram
and he joked about it on an interview with Smallzy’s Surgery,
according to EOnline.com. “Yes, she did. I’m very sad about
that,” Reynolds said. “Definitely stinks. It’s a terrible way
to find out that I’ve been kicked out of the house, to be
honest. Absolutely terrible. I don’t know where rage like that
comes from.” But why did she unfollow him? Well, Lively
recently deleted all of her Instagram posts and only followed
numerous accounts named Emily. She also shared a trailer for
her new movie A Simple Favor, where she plays a character
named Emily. Seems like this unfollowing is far from personal
and just professionally strategic.

In celebrity couple news, it seems
Blake Lively unfollowed her husband

Ryan Reynolds on Instagram. What
are some factors to consider
regarding social media when it
comes to relationships?
Cupid’s Advice:
We are in the age of social media, and our relationships are
many times heavily involved with it. Cupid has some
suggestions for your relationship when it comes to those of
you who want to embrace social media:
1. Couple photos: Share photos of you love birds doing things
that are you or that show off your personality. Some couples
post photos, some do not. Some post lots, some post a few,
some post none. That’s just how it is. But if you want your
relationship to embrace social media, then sharing couple
photos or even a photo of your partner helps.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Allegedly Throws
Shade at Ex Miranda Lambert Via Twitter
2. Make it official: Put a relationship status on Facebook or
put something in your bio on Instagram. Different couples do
it differently. On Instagram for example, some couples put the
date of the relationship in their bio, or their partners name,
or simply a lock to show they’re cuffed, along with any other
emojis. Decide which one you would like to do.
Related Link: Kym Johnson & Robert Herjavec Welcome Celebrity
Baby Twins
3. Show love: Be friends on Facebook, follow each other on
Instagram. And of course, don’t be afraid to show love on each
other’s pages. Like each other’s post and feel free to
comment. Be involved with one another on your public pages. It

shows cuteness and unity.
Which ones of the above do you do? Comment below!

Celebrity Couple News: Taylor
Swift & BF Joe Alwyn Go on
Double Date with Blake Lively
& Ryan Reynolds

By Marissa Donovan
Summer may be winding down soon, but things keep heating up

between Taylor Swift and Joe Alwyn! According to
UsMagazine.com, the two were spotted on a double date with
Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds in Rhode Island! The pop singer
has been MIA posting about her love life on her social media
accounts. Swift has been supporting her friends’s new music on
her Instagram. Hopefully the singer can release some of her
new work soon!

Celebrity couple Blake and Ryan
seem to enjoy the company of Taylor
and Joe! What can you do if your
friends
do
not
support
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Friends can sometimes disapprove of your current relationship.
They may have their reasons, but they could also change their
minds. Here are some tips to help your friends accept and
hopefully like your new romance:
1. Highlight the best parts of your relationship: Tell
friends the special moments of your relationship and how
partner makes you feel. Talking about how happy someone
you can affect how your partner is perceived. It will
likely allow your friends to warm up to them!

your
your
make
most

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Find Out More About
Taylor Swift and Joe Alwyn’s Undercover Romance
2. Find common ground: Find the shared interest that
partner and friends both have. Bring up the interest
they’re both together or let your friends know that
partner also likes what they enjoy. Your friends can bond
the shared interest and maybe come to better terms with

your
when
your
over
your

partner!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ryan Reynolds Gushes Over Blake
Lively at Met Gala 2017
3. Spend more time together: Sometimes a little push is needed
to help people get along. Try planning events together and see
if your friends finally see how amazing they are. If your
friends continue to not approve of your relationship,
try reevaluating who you really want to keep close in your
life.
What other celebrity couple could Taylor and Joe be spending
time with? Let us know in the comments!

Famous
Restaurants:
Places Celebrities Go
Date Night

Top
for

By Melissa Lee
Celebs are always dining at the most decadent restaurants, and
date night is no exception. If anything, it’s an excuse to go
all out in the most romantic way possible, complete with the
best food imaginable. If you and your sweetheart are in the
mood to treat yourselves to dinner at a famous restaurant fit
for the stars, check out some of the top places celebs go on
their date nights!

Lucky for you, Cupid has compiled a
list of famous restaurants that
your fave celeb couples hit up on
date night!
1. Rosie’s, NYC: Jessica Simpson and her husband, Eric
Johnson, have hit up this authentic Mexican spot on multiple
occasions. They’ve been spotted there both on a date night and
with a group of friends. Located in the East Village, Rosie’s

is known for their amazing Mexican food. Plus, in such a
popular neighborhood, you and your partner can head out to a
bar for a fun night out!
2. Sant Ambroeus, NYC: This NYC-based restaurant has hosted a
slew of celeb couples, some of which include Beyonce and JayZ! Sant Ambroeus serves incredible Italian food, and they’re
famous for their delightful desserts. This cozy spot has
five locations, all of which are spread throughout different
neighborhoods of the city, giving each restaurant a completely
new experience.
Related Link: Famous Restaurants: Hottest Happy Hours in NYC
3. Serendipity 3, NYC: Serendipity is a New York treasure, so
it’s no wonder why celebs adore heading to this spot. It’s an
extremely popular restaurant located on the Upper East Side
that serves all the desserts you could ever imagine. Ryan
Reynolds and wife Blake Lively along with John Travolta and
Kelly Preston are only some of the couples that have been
spotted here, enjoying variations of chocolate delicacies on
their date nights.
4. Soho House, LA: This elite restaurant meets club is a
celebrity hotspot — it’s where former couple Robert
Pattinson and Kristen Stewart first made their appearance
together. This private members club serves food and drinks all
day. Soho House is especially known for their club within a
club, where they serve late-night drinks and food.
Related Link: 5 Famous NY Restaurants to Visit if You Want to
Spot One of Your Favorite Celebrities
5. Tower Bar at Sunset Tower Hotel, LA: The romantic
restaurant/bar hosted Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux
after they got engaged, treating them to a celeb-approved
dinner. Tower Bar is actually recognized as a place that
celebrity couples frequent on date night, mainly due to their
elaborate menu and complimentary wine list.

What are your favorite date night restaurants? Leave your
thoughts below.

Fitness
Trend:
Technology

Wearable

By Noelle Downey
With warm weather here it’s time to party on the beach and
play in the surf and sand. But what if you’re feeling like
your beach body isn’t quite bikini-ready? There’s a new
fitness trend that could help you get outdoors for a
sensational summertime in the sun and motivate you to start

sculpting some killer abs too. With stars like Ryan Reynolds
and Gwyneth Paltrow jumping on the bandwagon, it’s official,
the newest celebrity trend when it comes to fitness is
wearable technology. From Fit Bit to Garmin, this trend is
everywhere, and we here at Cupid’s Pulse have the the top five
celebrity-approved ways to catch up on this trendy tech
breakthrough for summer fitness fun.

Looking for a great way to stay fit
and fab this summer? Check out
these awesome pieces of tech to
stay on the fitness trend and on
track to a red-carpet worthy body
this summer!
1. Flaunt your abs with Fitbit: While Fitbit is far from the
only good option out there when it comes to wearable tech,
it’s definitely one of the most popular in the mainstream
fitness world, probably partly because of the variety of
models available. Tons of stars have been spotted with this
handy piece of tech on their wrist as they work out. Britney
Spears gets in some steps with an eye-catching pink Fitbit to
match her workout ensemble, while Ryan Reynolds works on his
killer abs with the Fitbit Flex, and Kelly Ripa struts her
stuff with a Fitbit of her own tracking her every move toward
a red-carpet worthy figure. Even former president Barack Obama
has been spotted with a Fitbit Surge on his wrist during his
daily runs. Whatever model you choose, this piece of tech
wonder will do everything from track your steps and heart rate
to monitor your sleep, with some models even synching directly
to your smart phone to store and compare the data.
2.

Push to the limit with the Pebble SmartWatch: If you’re

looking for something a little less mainstream and slightly
more upscale, try the Pebble SmartWatch for a fitness tracker
that looks like a fashion statement in the form of a swanky
watch. TV talk show host and comedian Stephen Colbert has been
spotted multiple times with this great piece of wearable tech
on his wrist. If you’re looking for something that doesn’t
necessarily proclaim, “I’m working out right now,” but you’re
still interested in tracking your fitness data, try Pebble
SmartWatch, which tracks your calories burned and distance
covered and gives you personalized fitness encouragements when
you need them. All of this is caught up in a sleek, celebrity
style design that looks fashionable and stellar, and if you’re
not busy hitting the gym, you can discreetly set it to display
the time and still get compliments on your gorgeous accessory.
Related Link: Fitness Advice: Is Fitness Turning Entirely
Digital?
3. Burn calories with the Nike + Fuelband: If you’re looking
for something a little more simple that’s still celebrityapproved, try the Nike + Fuelband, a simple band around your
wrist that tracks calories burned and steps taken while
allowing you to set daily goals for yourself on a single
simple screen. This chunky and funky band certainly isn’t as
sleek as some of it’s competitors, but it also does exactly
what it needs to do to help you set a better fitness schedule,
without all the fuss of a more high-tech gadget. And it
certainly has a great celebrity endorsement from Serena
Williams, who’s been spotted on the court during many of her
victorious championship tennis games with this trendy fitness
gadget on her wrist.
4. Take a step forward with Jawbone UP: If you’re not feeling
Fitbit but want a combination of Fitbits variety of models and
the sleekness of the Pebble SmartWatch, look no further than
Jawbone UP, which offers four different models with a variety
of abilities, from the basic model that provides a smart
coach, activity tracking, calories burned, and sleep tracking

to the more advanced models that provide all of this as well
as automatic sleep detection and data on heart health. This
sleek and shiny band offers choices to those who decide to
purchase from this brand, as well as a variety of colors and
styles. Famous actress and health guru Gwyneth Paltrow has
been seen wearing the Jawbone UP on many occasions! See if the
Jawbone UP could be for you too!
Related Link: Product Review: Get Your Fitness Wear By Naja, a
Socially Conscious Lingerie Brand
5. Get in shape with Garmin VivoSmart: For a fitness
monitoring tool that’s approved by fitness icon and Virginfounder Richard Branson, look no further than the Garmin
VivoSmart. Garmin may not feature the fanciest models on the
market when it comes to wearable tech, but it’s also one of
the most affordable, and you get a fairly good bang for your
buck when it comes to using this handy fitness tool. Just like
Richard Branson, you can strap this on and learn about your
sleep and steps with one of their colorful and water-resistant
models, or you can spring for one of the newer releases and
get all day stress monitoring, rep counting, and more!
Have you ever used any wearable tech when it comes to fitness?
What do you think of this trend? Will you be springing for one
of these fitness tools soon? Let us know in the comments!

Celebrity News: Ryan Reynolds
Gushes Over Blake Lively at

Met Gala 2017

By Noelle Downey
Recently in celebrity news, celebrity couple Blake Lively and
Ryan Reynolds have made hearts all over the world beat a
little bit faster with their adorable and stunning pose as a
couple on the red carpet at the 2017 Met Gala. Reynolds and
Lively, who are celebrity parents to daughters James and Ines,
looked picture perfect on the red carpet, with Lively dazzling
in a gorgeous gold dress and blue and gold jewelry, while
Reynolds complimented her look by sporting a matching blue
bowtie with his perfectly fitted suit. And it wasn’t just
their coordination skills that demonstrated that they’re a
perfect fit! According to UsMagazine.com, Reynolds sweetly
enthused about Lively, saying, “She always responds with
empathy. She meets anger with empathy. She meets hate with

empathy. She’ll take the time to imagine what happened to a
person when they were five or six years old.” The actor
confessed that since their 2012 celebrity wedding Lively had
made him a “more empathetic person” and that after his father
died she had helped him “remember the good times.”

This celebrity news has us making
#relationshipgoals. What are some
ways to make your partner feel
special in public?
Cupid’s Advice:
If you truly love your partner, you’ll want them to feel
special and prized by you whenever possible! Here are Cupid’s
top tips on how to make your SO feel like red-carpet royalty
whenever you two step out together:
1. Be affectionate: While no one likes those couples who are
overly enthusiastic about PDA in public, there’s no harm in
making sure that your partner knows you love to hold their
hand when you go out together. Give them an unexpected kiss on
the cheek while you wait in line at the bank, squeeze their
hand while you shop for groceries, or sneak a quick smooch as
you buckle up in the car. Being affectionate with your partner
in public is a sure way to make them feel loved and treasured,
because they’ll know for sure you have no problem broadcasting
how much you love them to the world!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds
Celebrate His 40th Birthday in a Cute Way
2. Compliment them: If you’re out with friends together, make
sure to boost their self-esteem by throwing a compliment or
two their way. Make sure your friends know exactly how amazing
your partner is by taking a minute to brag on their recent

accomplishments or order a round of drinks in honor of their
promotion at work. Don’t be shy about communicating to your
partner and the world exactly what you love so much about
them!
Related Link: 5 Most Romantic Celebrity Couples
3. Plan a romantic dinner out: While cuddling on the couch at
home is always fun, a date night out on the town will surely
make your SO feel super special. Treat them to an expensive
dinner at their favorite restaurant and add some flair to the
evening by toasting them with champagne. Why wait for a
special occasion to show your partner how much you care? The
spontaneity will make the night seem even more romantic, and
celebrating your significant other in such a public way will
make them feel great!
What’s your favorite way to show your partner some love in
public? Let us know in the comments!

Celebrity Couple Blake Lively
and Ryan Reynolds Celebrate
His 40th Birthday in a Cute
Way

By Kayla Garritano
A blast from the past! Blake Lively celebrated husband Ryan
Reynold’s 40th birthday by taking him to the place similar to
where it all started for the celebrity couple. According to
UsMagazine.com, Lively posted a picture on Instagram on
October 25th of the pair surrounded by streamers in a Japanese
restaurant in New York City. She captioned the pic, “@_o_ya_
We fell in love at your restaurant in Boston. We stay in love
at your restaurant in NY. Thank you for the BEST food and
memories! You are our FAVORITE!! Another happy birthday with
@vancityreynolds. Hey, Reynolds, I like you a wh[o]le lot.
Just saying’…”

This celebrity couple is making the
most of this birthday celebration.
What are some special ways to
celebrate your partner’s birthday?

Cupid’s Advice:
Birthdays can be so much fun, especially if you are
celebrating for a loved one. There are many ways to celebrate
your partner’s birthday, and Cupid is here with some advice:
1. Surprise party: When your partner least expects a big
celebration, their reaction is priceless. They will appreciate
all the effort you put in to throwing the party, and they get
to celebrate with everyone they care about most.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ryan Reynolds Had Ridiculous
Birthday Message for Wife Blake Lively
2. Bring it back to where it began: If you want to celebrate
like Blake Lively did for her husband, you can bring the
celebration to where the romance started. Not only will you be
celebrating your partner’s birthday, but you’ll be celebrating
your love! Double romance!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Joel Madden Wishes Wife Nicole
Richie a Sweet Happy Birthday
3. Take a trip: Say “happy birthday” with a getaway. Take a
break from the hustle and bustle of everyday life, and go
celebrate alone with your partner. You’ll be able to relax and
celebrate how you both want to, away from the stress!
How have you celebrated your partner’s birthday? Comment
below!

Celebrity News: Ryan Reynolds

Had
Ridiculous
Birthday
Message for Wife Blake Lively

By Stephanie Sacco
Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively have been “relationship goals”
all summer. In celebrity news, Reynolds had a special birthday
message for his wife. According to UsMagazine.com, he tweeted,
“Just want to wish Billy Ray Cyrus the most special, magical
birthday ever. I love you with all my heart. Also, Happy
Birthday to my wife.” The celebrity couple have been together
since they met on the set of Green Lantern and are now
expecting their second child.

In celebrity news, Ryan turned to
humor for Blake’s birthday! What
are some ways to use humor to your
advantage while celebrating your
partner’s birthday?
Cupid’s Advice:
Humor is a great way to be even closer to your partner. All
joking aside, it shows you really care. Cupid is here to help
with some relationship advice:
1. Laughter: Making your partner laugh is so important on
their birthday, especially if they’re self-conscious of their
age. Birthdays aren’t everybody’s favorite day so be aware of
their mood. Flooding them with love is just as important as
flooding them with gifts.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Are Expecting Second Child
2. Surprise: Taking your partner off guard or throwing them a
surprise party or date can be super sweet. They might hit you
at first because they asked you not to do anything crazy, but
they’ll love it in the end. Show baby pictures or share
memories to make it humorous.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Want Kids to Have ‘Normal’ Life
3. Memorable: Your partner will remember their birthday if you
add humor. It will be talked about for birthdays to come and
provide you something to recreate in the future. It gives the
day an even more positive spin.
How do you use humor with your partner on their birthday?

Comment below!

Famous ‘Couples’ Star in Best
Movies for a Rainy Day

By Katie Gray
The weather is always unpredictable, but how we spend our time
during a rainy day doesn’t have to be. When it’s
dreary outside, the best thing to do is stay inside and watch
a movie. Watching celebrity couples on screen with your
significant other is the perfect bonding experience. Plus, a
movie date is classic! Many of these storylines involve love,

celebrity engagements and celebrity babies. You’ll be happy
you have your love by your side during these films. Watch
celebrity relationships in movies unfold, snuggled up with
your partner!

Cupid has compiled the 10 best
couple movies for a rainy day:
1. The Proposal: This 2009 romantic comedy starring Ryan
Reynolds and Sandra Bullock will have you laughing and feeling
the love. It shows us that sometimes we fall in love with
someone who we least expect. The plot revolves around
Margaret, a powerful publishing executive, and her assistant
Andrew. In order to continue working in the United States as a
Canadian, Margaret convinces Andrew to marry her, and in
return he would get a promotion. We meet his family and get to
see this story unfold. Bonus: Betty White plays the Grandma!
Hilarious!
2. Juno: Diablo Cody outdid herself when she wrote this
masterpiece film. She even won the Academy Award for Best
Screenplay for it! The film stars Ellen Page, Michael Cera,
Jennifer Garner, Jason Bateman, Allison Janney and J. K.
Simmons. It’s a film you can watch as a couple and/or as a
family. The comedy-drama is set in Minnesota and revolves
around a teenager who finds herself pregnant and is giving the
baby to a couple who can’t get pregnant through adoption. It’s
fresh, funny and heartfelt. The film was so popular it earned
over $231 million dollars, when the budget was only a little
over $6 million. In fact, Jennifer Garner loved the script so
much, she took on the role even though her salary alone is
usually way over what the entire budget was for this
production.
Related Link: 8 Celebrity Couples Who Were Friends First

3. The Wedding Singer: Who doesn’t love Adam Sandler and Drew
Barrymore? This 1998 rom-com, is about a wedding singer in the
80’s in New Jersey and a waitress at the reception hall he
performs in. He sings catchy songs like, ‘You Spin Me Round’
and ‘Love Stinks.’ They form a friendship, although they’re
both in different relationships. However; it shows us that
sometimes being friends first leads to the best relationships.
This is one wedding singer you don’t want to miss perform!
4. Couples Retreat: Why not watch Couples Retreat as a couple?
This movie is a 2009 American romantic comedy starring Jon
Favreau, Vince Vaughn, Jason Bateman, Faizon Love, Kristin
Davis, Kristen Bell, Malin Akerman, Kali Hawk and Jean Reno.
It was written by two of its stars, Favreau and Vaughn. This
movie will make you laugh out loud, and maybe even teach you
some tips for your own relationship.
5. Walk The Line: Fall into this burning ring of fire! This
film is based on the true story of Johnny Cash and June Carter
– country music royalty. It’s a beautiful love story, and it
is full of love songs. The movie stars Reese Witherspoon and
Joaquin Phoenix, who have so much chemistry on screen! In
fact, Witherspoon even won an Oscar for her portrayal of June.
This film shows us that sometimes we go through ups and downs
with our soulmate, but that doesn’t mean we won’t end up with
them. What is meant to be, will be!
Related Link: Celebrity Couples Saving The Earth
6. Breakfast At Tiffany’s: Indulge in this classic film with
your partner on a rainy day. Audrey Hepburn is forever a
Hollywood icon, and this film is one of her most famous roles.
Set in New York City, this love story will keep your eyes
glued to the screen. The best packages come in little blue
boxes from Tiffany & Co., and the best things in life are the
relationships we have with people.
7. The Spectacular Now: Based on the novel of the same name

written by Tim Tharp, this film is spectacular. It stars Miles
Teller and Shailene Woodley. It tells the story of two high
school students who typically wouldn’t be a match, but end up
making a pretty pair. The main character Sutter is a fun,
party boy, who avoids the future, and Aimee a shy, nerdy,
introvert who tends to be a pushover. They end up learning a
lot from one another. Sometimes the best relationships are
when we can teach our partner different things.
8. Runaway Bride: Julia Roberts and Richard Gere shine in this
romantic comedy. Celebrity weddings, engagements and babies
are always fun topics. In this film, it makes for great
storylines. It’s a cute love story full of small town
characters that will entertain you. It is also very realistic
and truly makes you feel real emotions. Bond with this movie
and characters, while bonding with your own partner!
9. How To Lose A Guy In 10 Days: Despite the title, this film
is actually a heartfelt love story that packs the humor! It
stars Kate Hudson and Matthew McConaughey, and they make a
pretty pair. It’s a funny flick that tells the tale of two
people who think they are both playing the other. However;
games played in love are put to the test in this film!
10. The Wedding Planner: Jennifer Lopez plays a wedding
planner who takes care of everyone, but herself. She makes
everyone’s big day extra special, but her own love life is
nonexistent – until one day it changes. Fall in love with the
woman who helps everyone else in love.
What are some of your favorite movies to watch as a couple?
Comment below!

Celebrity Baby News: Blake
Lively & Ryan Reynolds Want
Kids to Have ‘Normal’ Life

By Stephanie Sacco
Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds are one of the most beautiful
celebrity couples out there. It’s only fitting that their
celebrity babies would be just as popular. However, this
celebrity duo would like their children to have a normal life.
According to UsMagazine.com, both parents have kept their
first daughter, James out of the limelight and intend to do
the same with their second. Lively says, “Ryan had a nice,
normal upbringing, and we want our kids to have the same
normal life that we had.” With baby number 2 on the way, it’ll
be more difficult to shy away from the paparazzi and celebrity

gossip.

This celebrity baby news has us
respecting Blake & Ryan even more.
What are some ways to give your
kids a “normal” childhood?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even if you aren’t a celebrity parent, it’s important to give
your kids a normal childhood. You want them to grow up in the
best possible environment regardless of wealth and fame. Cupid
is here to help:
1. Routine: Give your kids structure so that they know what to
expect on a regular basis. If they get into a good routine
with meals and playtime, they won’t get selfish about their
time. They’ll have a balanced outlook on life.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Ginnifer Goodwin & Josh Dallas
Welcome Celebrity Baby No. 2
2. Social life: Let your kids bond with other children
and their siblings so that they learn how to share. Be aware
of their abilities to play nice and make friends. It’s
important that your child can interact well with others.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Pregnant Holly Madison Talks
Celebrity Baby No. 2
3. Express themselves: Allow your children to express
themselves any way they want. Let them wear what they love and
play with the toys of their choosing, to an extent. Don’t
force them to play sports if they are uninterested, but
motivate them to have their own opinions.
Think you know what constitutes a ‘normal childhood’? Comment

below!

The 7 Most Hyped Celebrity
Weddings of the Last Decade

By Katie Gray
There’s nothing as joyful as when our favorite celebrity
couples say, “I do.” Celebrity relationships are usually more
extravagant when it comes to taking vacations, going on dates
and giving gifts. When they decide to have a celebrity
wedding, it typically becomes an over-the-top, decadent and
luxurious affair. When it comes to love and weddings, nobody

does it better than the stars. Over this past decade we have
seen our favorite celebs tie the knot with all of the pomp and
circumstance imaginable.

Cupid has compiled the 7 most hyped
celebrity weddings of the last
decade:
1. Kim Kardashian & Kanye West: Keeping up with Kim is what
many people are sure to do when it comes to planning a lavish
wedding. Kim Kardashian and husband Kanye West tied the knot
with all the pomp and circumstance you could imagine! They
married at Forte di Belvedere in Florence, Italy on May 24,
2014. Her gown was Givenchy Haute Couture for the ceremony and
a Balmain dress for the reception. Their friend John Legend
performed and at the rehearsal dinner, Lana Del Rey serenaded
the pair to her hit song “Young & Beautiful.” Kim has a huge
engagement and celebrity wedding ring from Lorraine Schwartz,
an over the top wedding in Europe, and they live in a $11
million dollar mansion in Bel Air, California. They even had a
pre-wedding party at Versailles, a bachelorette party in
Paris, France and a lavish honeymoon in Cork, Ireland.
2. Prince William & Kate Middleton: The wedding of the Royals
was a real life fairy tale! Millions of people watched this
wedding around the world and celebrated. Prince William and
Kate Middleton said their vows on April 29, 2011 and wed at
Westminster Abbey, which is where most Royals have their
ceremonies The ceremony had 72 million streaming on YouTube,
and 36.7 million watching the coverage on television in the
United Kingdom. It can best be summed up by the Taylor Swift
lyric, “It’s a love story, baby just say yes.” The beautiful
bride wore an elegant gown by Sarah Burton for Alexander
McQueen. Thousands of people cheered on the streets as the
regal couple stepped out onto the balcony to greet the public.
The best part is, they donated a lot of their wedding gifts to

their favorite charities!
3. Donald Trump and Melania Knauss: Business mogul, Republican
party’s current candidate for Presidency, and host of his own
show The Apprentice, Trump had one of the fanciest weddings of
the century when he wed Melania Knauss. The pair married in
January 2005 in Palm Beach, Florida in a lavish $1 million
affair. Melania Knauss wore a Christian Dior gown made from
300 feet of satin embedded with 1,500 crystals. She had a 13foot train that weighed approximately 50 pounds, and
reportedly took over 1,000 hours to make. There was a 36-piece
orchestra playing music. The couple also spared no expense
when it came to details, as they hired Preston Bailey, a
floral designer whose fees begin at around $100,000 to plan
their wedding flowers. It was a star studded affair, some of
the invited guests included Oprah Winfrey, Elton John and
Usher. Their closest family and friends threw rose petals on
them when they said “I do,” there were more than 6,000
appetizers of lobster and caviar and truffles, before they had
a sit down dinner with lobster rolls, caviar and beef
tenderloin, steamed shrimp salad and more. The wedding cake
was 200 pounds, five-foot-tall, seven tiers and had 3,000 iced
roses on it.
Related Link: 8 Celebrity Couples Who Were Friends First
4. Justin Timberlake & Jessica Biel: Lights, camera, action –
wedding! These two actors tied the knot on October 19, 2012.
Singer Justin Timberlake, and actress Jessica Biel opted for
an elegant and private affair. She wore a custom petal pink
Giambattista Valli strapless gown with a veil that was
embedded with pearls from her Grandmother’s tiara from her
wedding day. He opted for a sleek and chic Tom Ford suit. The
event took place in Puglia, Italy and had guests including
Jimmy Fallon, Timbaland and Andy Samberg. Timberlake serenaded
Biel as she walked down the aisle. The wedding events cost a
reported $6.5 million dollars.

5. Blake Lively & Ryan Reynolds: Spotted: Blake Lively, of
Gossip Girl fame, marrying fellow actor Ryan Reynolds in
September of 2012 in an elegant and private ceremony. The
super private event was held in South Carolina. The starlet
and the Hollywood heartthrob tied the knot in an exclusive
ceremony that featured the best of everything. Lively wore a
Marchesa couture bridal gown that featured hand-draped silk
tulle bodice that was detailed with custom crystal and rose
gold embroidery. It was about celebrating the love between the
pretty pair though, not materialistic things, Lively even told
Vogue that she actually burned part of her dress with a
sparkler during the party while she was watching Florence
Welch sing at her reception. However; the celebration was
about creating memories that will last for the rest of their
lives! She said that the burn is now her favorite part of the
dress and she will cherish the memories that are preserved.
6. Kendra Wilkinson & Hank Baskett: June 27, 2009 is the day
that The Girls Next Door star Kendra Wilkinson and athlete
Hank Baskett tied the knot at the Playboy Mansion. This
wedding affair was $1 million dollars, featured a buffet of
sushi, mini cheeseburgers, lobster and a strawberry and
chocolate wedding cake by Fantasy Frostings. There were lavish
flowers everywhere: over 5,000 roses, 2,000 hydrangeas, and
1,200 lavender and white orchids. What happens at the Playboy
Mansion, does not always stay there – sometimes it’s meant to
be enjoyed by many!
Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Live Modestly
7. Kim Zolciak & Kroy Biermann: On November 11, 2011, reality
starlet Kim Zolciak wed NFL star Kroy Biermann. The two star
in their own reality show spinoffs on Bravo TV. She had three
wedding dress changes, that equaled $92,000, and their wedding
cake was 11 layers and cost $14,000. Kim had shared that they
didn’t spare any expenses, because you only do it one time and
they wanted it to be special. Their lavish wedding totaled $1
million dollars. Guests definitely didn’t want to be tardy for

this party!
What have been your favorite celebrity weddings? Comment
below!

8 Celebrity Couples Who Were
Friends First

By Katie Gray
They say that the best relationships stem from friendship.
This is all too true for celebrity couples as well. Many
celebrity relationships started off as friendships first and

develop into more from there. This relationship advice shows
us that it’s important to communicate and establish a real
connection first.

Cupid has compiled eight celebrity
couples who were friends first:
1. Prince William & Princess Kate Middleton: It’s well-known
that this royal couple were college friends before getting
together in a relationship. The rest is history, as their
celebrity wedding aired for millions of viewers, and the birth
of their two beautiful regal celebrity babies has been widely
publicized. Long live the Royal Couple!
2. Ryan Reynolds & Blake Lively: Spotted! Actors Ryan Reynolds
and Blake Lively actually met on the set of a film and became
close friends. After that, their friendship blossomed into a
loving relationship. Who says you can’t mix business with
pleasure? The pretty pair married in a beautiful celebrity
wedding, had a celebrity baby and have another on the way! We
can’t wait to keep watching their family grow.
3. Ashton Kutcher & Mila Kunis: That 70’s Show stars Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis were friends and co-stars on the hit
retro sitcom. However; they both were in relationships at the
time, so they just remained friends. Well after filming ended,
the two united as a celebrity couple, married and have a baby
daughter together. They show us that the best things in life
are worth the wait.
Related Link: Hollywood’s Most Unexpected Celebrity Couples
4. Jay-Z & Beyoncé: Arguably music’s most notable and
memorable celebrity couple is Jay-Z and Beyoncé. They are
royalty in the music industry. They married in 2008 after
years of friendship and music collaboration. In 2012, they
welcomed their celebrity baby, Blue Ivy Carter. It’s been

noted that as of 2014, the couple have sold 300 million albums
together.
5. Will Smith & Jada Pinkett-Smith: We love it when our
favorite actors unite and show us that a celebrity
relationship can last. Notable actors Will Smith and Jada
Pinkett-Smith first met in 1995 during her audition for a role
on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. The two developed a friendship
and then married and had celebrity babies together.
6. Marcus Mumford & Carey Mulligan: Carey Mulligan is most
known for her role as Daisy Buchanan in one of the versions of
The Great Gatsby. It turns out that before she and Marcus
Mumford tied the knot in 2012, they had actually been friends
for quite some time. In fact, they were childhood pen pals.
How cute!
Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Live Modestly
7. Ryan Dorsey & Naya Rivera: Fellow actors Naya Rivera from
Glee and Ryan Dorsey married in 2014 after four years of
friendship. Their celebrity wedding was in Cabo San Lucas and
they had their son the following year.
8. Kanye West & Kim Kardashian: It’s no secret that rapper
Kanye West, always had his sight set on reality starlet Kim
Kardashian. He even says in his lyrics, “I’ll admit I had fell
in love with Kim, around the same time she had fell in love
with him.” The married couple were friends for nine years
prior to getting engaged in 2014. They are now happily married
with a daughter and a son.
Who are your favorite celebrity couples who started as friends
first? Share below!

Kissing Co-Stars: On and OffScreen Celebrity Couples

By Katie Gray
When couples on-screen become real celebrity couples offscreen, we get extra excited. What could be better than
falling in love with a movie relationship, and then learning
that it is actually a reality? It’s a fairy tale come true
when it becomes an actual celebrity relationship! Whether the
relationships last or are just a fling, it’s fun while it
lasts. In many cases, it’s ended in celebrity weddings and
celebrity babies. We can all take a cue and relationship
advice from these cute celeb couples who show us love on and
off-screen!

Cupid has compiled our six favorite
on
and
off-screen
celebrity
couples:
1. Ben Affleck & Jennifer Garner: This celebrity couple met on
the set of Daredevil and ended up getting married and having
children together. They married in 2005 in Turks and Caicos
and have three children together: Violet, Seraphina and
Samuel. They announced they were divorcing in 2015, but they
remain friends and family because of their offspring. Garner
has also dated previous co-stars such as Alias co-star Michael
Vartan, and she was even married to Scott Foley for three
years after meeting him on the set of his series Felicity.
It’s true that love can be found on set!
2. Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie: Everybody loves Brangelina!
This celebrity couple met while filming Mr. & Mrs. Smith
together and caused a big stir, as speculation stirred that an
affair happened between the two while Pitt was still married
to Jennifer Aniston. They denied it, but in 2006 they
announced they were expecting a baby. The pair got engaged in
2012 after seven years of dating and married two years later
in 2014 at their estate in Correns, France. Although they were
trying to kill each other on-screen, they sure make it work in
real life! They seem to have a happy, healthy marriage and
children.
Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Live Modestly
3. Ryan Reynolds & Blake Lively: Spotted: one of the best
celebrity relationships in Hollywood started on a set. That’s
right, lovely Blake Lively and handsome Ryan Reynolds, met on
the set of The Green Lantern. This dynamic duo started dating
a year later in 2011, purchased a home together in 2012 in
Bedford, New York and married a few months later. The former
Gossip Girl star gave birth to their daughter, James, in 2014

and it was just announced last month that they are expecting
their second child! Congrats to the happy pair!
4. Ashton Kutcher & Mila Kunis: “Hello Wisconsin!” The costars we all loved on the hit sitcom That 70’s Show, Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis, are now a happily married celebrity
couple. The pair began dating in 2012, were engaged in 2014,
gave birth to their daughter Wyatt Isabelle in October of that
year and married in July of 2015. They show us that it is good
to date for a couple of years to really get to know a person
before jumping into wedlock and parenthood. It seems to be
working well for them, as they are now happily married and the
proud parents of a beautiful baby girl.
Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Where The Woman Earns More
Money
5. Freddie Prinze Jr. & Sarah Michelle Gellar: This celebrity
relationship is one of the longest lasting in the
entertainment industry! Fellow actors, Freddie Prinze Jr. and
Sarah Michelle Gellar, met while filming I Know What You Did
Last Summer and have been an item ever since.They even costarred in the Scooby-Doo film together! They were engaged in
2001, married in 2002 and have two celebrity babies together.
This celebrity marriage shows us how to make a genuine
relationship last!
6. Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan Tatum: This married celebrity
couple met in 2006 on the set of Step-Up. They have been
giving us major relationship goals ever since. They got
engaged in Maui in 2008 and married in a celebrity wedding in
2009 in Malibu, California. The Magic Mike star has even been
referenced recently in Drake’s new album. The rapper, has a
lyric that says, “Got so many chains, they call me Chaining
Tatum.”
Who are your favorite celebrity couples on and off-screen?
Share below!

Celebrity Baby News: Blake
Lively & Ryan Reynolds Are
Expecting Second Child

By Brooke Crawford
Celebrity baby news has us gushing over one of our favorite
celebrity couples. Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds are
expecting their second child. UsMagazine.com shares that this
famous celebrity couple is beyond excited to welcome their
second child. Lively expressed that she looks forward to
having a large family and that she believes each member will
have an effect on the family as a whole. This pair seems like

they are ready to take on their second child in their journey
of parenthood!

This celebrity baby news has us
jumping for joy! What are some ways
to prepare your relationship for
your second child versus your
first?
Cupid’s Advice:
The decision to have a second child comes with a lot of added
responsibilities. Cupid has some parenting advice to help with
the new bundle of joy:
1. Teamwork: Caring for children takes time, patience, and a
lot of teamwork. Make sure that you and your partner have open
lines of communication about how to tackle parenthood. Picking
up each other’s slack will help things run smoothly,
especially when you’re talking two children instead of two.
Related Link: Kate Middleton And Prince William Have Announced
Their Second Baby Is On the Way!
2. Proper planning: Make sure to plan for this second baby.
Allowing for extra time and space in your schedule and home
will help with the transition. A second child requires their
own personal time to learn and grow.
Related Link: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Announce Celebrity
Pregnancy for Baby No. 2
3. Finances: A second child brings extra costs for diapers,
clothes, and other necessities. Be sure to not only save, but
also budget accordingly for the arrival of your new baby.

Your first child is a lot to handle, but two can be more than
expected. What are some of your tips on handling more than one
child? Share your parenting advice below!

7 Celebrity Couples Who Gave
Us Major Relationship Goals

By Katie Gray
What’s not to love when it comes to our favorite celebrity
couples? They make us smile, they go on fun romantic getaways,
and they get lavish gifts. Some of them even write songs for
each other! They always dazzle on the red carpet and thank

their lovers in their acceptance speeches when they win
awards. Celebrity relationships can give us all major
relationship goals. We can look to our favorite stars for
relationship and dating advice.

Cupid has the top 7 celebrity
couples
who
gave
us
major
relationship goals:
1. Chrissy Teigen & John Legend: This celebrity couple keeps
it real, which is why we love them! It was hard not to be
moved by musician John Legend’s “All Of Me,” which contained
beautiful lyrics with a touching music video involving his
wife, supermodel, Chrissy Teigen. She has a new cookbook out,
and they have even posted videos together on Thanksgiving
cooking and having fun.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: 10 Actresses To Look To For
Guidance
2. Blake Lively & Ryan Reynolds: You know you love them, xoxo!
That Gossip Girl saying is true in terms of this celebrity
relationship. Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds made everybody
happy when they got married, and now they are the proud
parents of a baby girl. Too cute! They give us major
relationship goals by the way they balance their professional
and personal lives. They make it look effortless!
3. Faith Hill & Tim McGraw: These country superstars have been
married for years! Their duet “I Need You” is a moving
devotion of their unconditional love for one another. They are
not only talented singers, but they are also wonderful parents
and humble human beings. They have made their celebrity
marriage work for decades. Props to them!
Related Link: Dating Advice: 4 Signs He’s About To Say I Love

You
4. Leighton Meester & Adam Brody: It’s only natural that
actors Leighton Meester and Adam Brody would wind up together!
Leighton starred on Gossip Girl which revolved around rich
prep school teens on the Upper East Side of Manhattan, while
Adam starred on The O.C., which was about wealthy teenagers in
Orange County, California. The shows were created by the same
man, Josh Schwartz, so I guess you could say this love was
from coast to coast! They keep a low key profile, which gives
us major relationship goals. Their wedding and the birth of
their baby has been kept very quiet.
5. Taylor Swift & Calvin Harris: Music is love, and love is
music! Singing superstar Taylor Swift and DJ boyfriend Calvin
Harris, show us what a genuine relationship should look like.
They always have so much fun together and truly enjoy one
another’s company. It’s the best when two people who have a
shared passion (music) can come together and share true love.
6. Mila Kunis & Ashton Kutcher: We love, love, love when our
favorite on-screen couples become a real couple. This is true
of one of America’s favorite couples, Mila Kunis and Ashton
Kutcher. Their characters dated on their smash hit show That
70’s Show. Now, they have an adorable daughter and are working
on being great parents – major relationship goal points in our
book!
7. Goldie Hawn & Kurt Russell: One of the longest lasting
celebrity couples in Hollywood has to be Goldie Hawn and Kurt
Russell. These iconic actors are legends, but what is also
rewarding is their pure relationship. They show us that
relationships are not easy, but you can make them work if you
don’t give up.
What celebrity couples give you major relationship goals?
Share with us below!

Secret Celebrity Weddings
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Justin Theroux and Jennifer Aniston
After a three-year engagement, this celebrity couple finally
tied the knot in a secret celebrity wedding at their Bel Air
home. They surprised their famous friends -- like Lisa Kudrow
and Ellen DeGeneres -- by claiming it was a birthday party for
Theroux. Photo: Emiley Schweich / PR Photos

Celebrity
Photo
Gallery:
Famous Couples Who Work Out
Together
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Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake
The duo that sweats together, stays together! This famous

couple seems to believe this truth, as they are often seen
jogging together. Photo: Brian Flannery/FlynetPictures.com

20 Hollywood Couples With A
Big Age Gap
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Stephen Moyer and Anna Paquin
These sexy stars of 'True Blood' wed in 2010, paying no
attention to their 12-year age gap. Moyer is 45 years old, and
Paquin is 33 years old. Photo: Juan Rico/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

Top 10 Unlikely
Couples

Hollywood

by Molly Jacob
Ever look back on past relationships and love and wonder,
“What was I thinking?” Don’t worry, celebs do that, too. While
classic Hollywood couples like Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie
just seem meant to be, there have been many mismatched
celebrity couples that stand out in the Hollywood dating
scene.

See what 10 unlikely
couples made our list!

Hollywood

1. Joel Madden and Nicole Richie
He’s the tattooed rocker from the band Good Charlotte, she’s
infamously childhood best friends with The Simple Life costar
Paris Hilton. This celebrity couple seems like an unlikely
match, but the pair got hitched in 2010 and have two kids.
2. Sam Taylor-Johnson and Aaron Taylor-Johnson
Avengers: The Age of Ultron star Aaron Taylor-Johnson is only

23 but his wife of three years, Sam Taylor-Johnson, is 46.
This celebrity couple doesn’t care about this huge age gap,
though. He was only 19 when they started dating, but as for
the age gap, he told The Times, “I never noticed it when we
fell in love with each other. And I don’t notice it now…We
just instinctively gel.”
3. Mary-Kate Olsen and Olivier Sarkozy
Besides just the obvious difference in height (Olsen barely
exceeds 5 feet while Sarkozy towers over her at 6’3″), there
is also an 18-year age gap between the celeb love birds. This
secretive Hollywood couple became engaged over a year ago.
Related Link: Mary-Kate Olsen is Engaged to Olivier Sarkozy
4. Marilyn Manson and Evan Rachel Wood
One look at this couple may make you think, “How on Earth did
those two date?” This mismatched couple dated in 2007, and
they were briefly engaged before splitting up in 2010. Wood,
who is 19 years younger than Manson, told People that she was
attracted to Manson’s use of heavy black eyeliner.
5. Ryan Reynolds and Alanis Morissette
Think Ryan Reynolds and you probably think about a pretty boy
who gets all the ladies. It’s hard to imagine the Deadpool
star dating soulful and infamously angry singer Alanis
Morissette, but they were a big couple in 2002 and even got
engaged in 2004. Morissette admitted that her album, Flavors
of Entanglement, was all about their messy break-up.
6. Josh Groban and Kat Dennings
When the incredibly talented singer, Josh Groban, and
“foulmouthed” Kat Dennings started making public appearances
as a couple, most people were wondering what these two celebs
had in common. Apparently, they get along well, even if
Dennings isn’t a huge fan of musicals. The Hollywood couple

was spotted at the Tonys last week looking madly in love.
7. Chris Martin and Jennifer Lawrence
Martin and Lawrence seemed to be an unlikely pair when the
Hollywood couple got together after Martin’s highly publicized
split from Gwyneth Paltrow The pair had a 13-year age gap, and
they seemed to run in different Hollywood social groups. While
they split last fall after only a few months together, there
are bits of celebrity gossip floating around about the two
getting back together and moving in together.
Related Link: Are Chris Martin and Jennifer Lawrence Back
Together?
8. Tom Cruise and Cher
Before Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes were taking over Hollywood,
apparently the Mission Impossible star and Cher were an item
in the ’80s. Cher has been quoted as saying that Tom is on the
list of her top best 5 lovers.
9. Sarah Silverman and Michael Sheen
What happens when a profane comedienne and a British actor who
studied at London’s Royal Academy of Dramatic Art get
together? We’re finding out as more news about Silverman’s and
Sheen’s relationship appears in celeb magazines! This
celebrity couple has been together for over a year and seems
to be going strong.
10. Julia Roberts and Daniel Moder
Julia Roberts is one of Hollywood’s royalty for sure, so many
expected her to marry another famous movie star or celeb. But
Roberts, after a string of highly publicized break-ups, got
married to cameraman Daniel Moder in 2002. This unlikely duo
is still together after nearly 13 years.
What other weird or unusual Hollywood couples didn’t make our
list? Let us know in the comments section below!

Hollywood Couple Blake Lively
and Ryan Reynolds Battle for
Daughter’s First Word

By Meranda Yslas
New celeb parents, Hollywood couple Blake Lively and Ryan
Reynolds are competing to see what will be their baby’s first
word. As told in People, the Gossip Girl actress has heard her
celebrity love, Reynolds, teaching their daughter to say ‘Dada.’ Wanting to make sure ‘Ma-ma’ is the first word,
she joked, “The word ‘Da-da’ is banned in our house.”

It seems that even Hollywood
couples squabble about their kids!
What are some ways to compromise
with your partner when it comes to
parenting?
Cupid’s Advice:
It isn’t only Hollywood couples who get in tiffs about
parenting styles, almost all parents are known to do things a
little bit differently than their partners. To make sure you
two are on the same page when it comes to raising your little
ones, here is Cupid’s relationship advice about making
compromises:
1. Create a list: If your partner does something is his
parenting style that you don’t agree with or you find
ineffective, sit down with him or her and compile a list of
these actions.They can do the same thing, and if you both list
a similar action, it can be something you both can work on
eliminating.
Related Link: ‘Sons of Anarchy’ Star Theo Rossi is Expecting
Celebrity Baby with Wife Meghan McDermott
2. Don’t make someone be the bad guy: It is very common in a
couple that one will be the ‘nice’ parent, who lets their kids
eat ice cream before dinner, while the other one is labeled
the ‘mean’ parent, who enforces the rules and puts the kids in
timeout. Rather than creating this tension, make sure to share
the responsibility of who has to discipline the kids.
Related Link: Robert Pattinson’s Celebrity Love FKA Twigs
‘Really Wants Kids’ Says Source
3. Let the little things go: You will drive yourself crazy

trying to control every aspect of you and your partner’s
parenting style. The little things, like you saying bedtime is
8:00pm while your partner says 8:30, shouldn’t cause you to
stress.
How do you compromise with your partner about parenting
styles? Share below!

Their Lips are Sealed: 5
Celebrity Couples That Kept a
Secret

by Molly Jacob
What’s juicier than a best kept secret? Sometimes we like to
keep things to ourselves, and celebrities are no different.
With all the celebrity gossip that follows anything anyone
famous does, we don’t blame people in Hollywood relationships
who like to keep their lips sealed.

From secret baby daddies to secret
weddings,
see
what
celebrity
couples have kept a secret!
1. Hilarie Burton and Jeffrey Dean Morgan: The One Tree Hill
star not only managed to keep her relationship with Grey’s
Anatomy actor Jeffrey Dean Morgan a secret, but also a baby
bump! Burton and Morgan’s relationship apparently moved along
very quickly in 2009, so no one knew they were together (but
this celebrity couple has stayed together ever since). Because
she managed to avoid the spotlight after finding out she was
pregnant, fans were shocked to find out she was expecting. In
March 2010, she gave birth to their son, Augustus. She
continued to be tight-lipped about the birth and name of her
son until months later, even as the celebrity gossip swirled
around them.
2. Leighton Meester and Adam Brody: These two lovebirds kept
their romance a secret! A source revealed in February 2013
that the two were dating, and they had been close ever since
working together in 2011 on the set of the film The Oranges.
In November 2013, a source confirmed that the duo had gotten
secretly married. This news came out only three months after
their engagement went public, something else they were super
secretive about. Being in a Hollywood relationship often comes
with a lot of gossip and speculation, so these two probably
wanted to keep their relationship as drama-free as possible.

Related: Leighton Meester and Adam Brody Secretly Marry
3. Jude Law and Samantha Burke: Although these two aren’t a
celebrity couple anymore, this duo kept a secret back in 2008.
Law, known for his scandalous affairs, had a secret, brief
fling with model and aspiring actress Samantha Burke. She
found out she was pregnant soon after, and conducted a DNA
test to determine that Law was the father. Burke gave birth to
Sophia, their baby girl, in September of 2009. Although he is
no longer in their lives, Law did make a statement in 2009
that he would be supportive of both mother and daughter.
4. Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively: This Hollywood
relationship also seemingly came out of somewhere. Reynolds
and Lively married at a secret and private wedding ceremony in
2012 even before publicly confirming their relationship or
announcing an engagement. Even more interesting: this was not
Reynolds’ first secret wedding. He and Scarlet Johansson got
married in secret at a Canadian resort in 2008.
Related: Blake Lively Shares She’s Always Wanted Her Celebrity
Pregnancy
5. Alison Brie and Dave Franco: The 21 Jump Street star and
Mad Men actress also apparently like to keep their love from
any celebrity gossip mills. Everyone was shocked to find out
last spring that the two had been dating for two years. While
Neighbors fans all over the world received this news with
heartbreaking despair, others were surprised they had kept
their relationship under wraps for so long.
What other celebrity couples do you know that have kept a
secret? Share below!

Blake
Lively
and
Ryan
Reynolds’
Baby
Gender
Revealed: It’s a Girl!

By Maggie Manfredi
Pass out the pink! According to UsMagazine.com, the latest
celebrity baby news revolves around Blake Lively and Ryan
Reynolds’ new bundle of joy, confirmed to be a girl. Rumors
are flying about the pair’s addition, specifically when it
comes to the name. A mysterious tweet revealed that the happy
celebrity couple named their daughter Violet, but it
hasn’t been confirmed. The baby girl came early, but Lively is
already back at work with Preserve, her lifestyle website. Now
that she’s a mom, we can’t wait to see the new content!

The birth of your baby may not be
the latest celebrity baby news, but
what are some creative ways to
announce the gender of your child?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s an exciting experience to share your baby’s gender with
friends and family. In light of the happy couple’s latest
celebrity baby news, here are some creative ways to make a
gender announcement of your own:
1. Keep it sweet and simple: Make copies of a recent
ultrasound and put it in a colored frame (blue/pink) for a
subtle, but lasting reveal. Wrap the frames and watch your
loved ones’ faces as they figure out what their gift means!
Related Link: Blake Lively Shares That Her Family Will
Influence How She Raises Her Child
2. Make something yummy: We know that this approach would be
Lively-approved! Do a little baking and sneak in the
respective color where you can. Whether it be the filling of a
cupcake or the plate under a pie, have fun with it! For
something less surprising, bake a vanilla cake and ice it with
tons of blue or pink frosting.
Related Link: Blake Lively Shows Off Baby Bump With Ryan
Reynolds
3. Blow it up: Buy some colored balloons, balloons filled with
glitter, or a combination of the two! Blow them up and put
them in a big box. At your baby shower, open the box (or let
an older sibling do it) to release the balloons and reveal
your baby’s gender. If you’re not planning a party, tie the
balloons to your mailbox instead.

Put in your last-minute suggestions for Blake Lively and Ryan
Reynolds’ baby’s name below!

Blake
Lively
Shares
Christmas Traditions

Her

By Courtney Omernick
This week, UsMagazine.com reported on the interesting
Christmas traditions that actress and mom-to-be Blake Lively
partakes in each year. Lively said that her family spends the
whole day in the house with one another. And, at the end of
the day, they all pile into the same bed. Talk about a close

Christmas!
What are some ways to make new traditions with a new partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s almost time to ring in the new year, and if you have a
new partner, it can be a great time to create special and fun
Christmas traditions. Below is a suggested list of ways to
come up with these new traditions:
1. Blend ideas: Seeing as how you both came from different
families, you might have a few different traditions. You and
your new partner can take ideas from the old traditions that
you both have and “reformat” them into a new tradition that
you celebrate together.
Related Link: Hugh Hefner and Crystal Harris Debut Cute 2014
Christmas Card
2. Consult the Internet: Thanks to Buzzfeed, articles that
incorporate lists have become extremely popular. Even a simple
Google search of “Christmas traditions” can help you and your
partner come up with unique ideas.
Related Link: Blake Lively Proclaims Pregnancy is What She
Always Wanted
3. Be spontaneous: The great thing about traditions is that
they continue because of something awesome that happened one
year. Why not wait and see what activities you two can
spontaneously come up with together this year? What makes it a
tradition is repeating it the next year, so there’s no limit
to what you can do.
What are some other ways you can make new traditions with a
new partner? Comment below!

